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leading female playback singers of Indian
cinema. Ghoshal's career began when she
won the Indian Musical contest Sa Re Ga
Ma Pa as an adult. Her Bollywood
playback singing career began with the
Bollywood Movie Devdas, for which she
received the National Film Award for
Best Female Playback Singer along with
the Filmfare Award for Best Female
Playback Singer and the Filmfare RD
Burman Award for New Music Talent.
Since then, she has received many other
awards. Ghoshal was also featured in the
Forbes’ Top 100 celebrities of India. In
2013, Ghoshal became the third Indian,
but the first Indian woman, to have over
10 million likes on the social networking

armed neighbours improve their bilateral
ties, said a US official. "Dialogue is a
positive step forward and we'll continue to
encourage that," State Department
spokesperson Jen Psaki told reporters
during the daily press conference when
asked about the meeting between the two
prime ministers. Manmohan Singh met his
Pakistani counterpart.

Bollywood Singing Superstar Coming
To Montreal
Get Ready for Montreal’s First Ever
South Asian Wedding Show.
On Sunday October 6th, 2013, Spark
Event Management will bring for the first
time to Montreal, Bollywood singing
sensation Shreya Ghoshal. This once in a
lifetime concert will be held at Theatre StDenis, and over 2,200 tickets have
already been sold. Shreya Ghoshal is an
Indian playback singer who mainly sings
in Hindi films as well as in other Indian
regional languages such as Assamese,
Bengali, Gujarati, Kannada, Malayalam,
Marathi, Nepali, Oriya, Punjabi,Tamil
and Telugu. She has received numerous
awards and nominations including four
National Film Awards for Best playback
singer, three State Film Awards, five
Filmfare Awards (four for Best playback
singer) and seven Filmfare Awards South.
She has established herself as one of the

site Facebook. She was also declared the
most popular artist on Saavn (an Indian
music streaming service) in 2013, and
most recently was a judge on the Indian
Idol, the Indian version of American Idol.
Her official website is
http://www.shreyaghoshal.com/ This
concert is brought to you by Spark Event
Management, an innovative
Entertainment Company that creates
multicultural events, concerts and parties
involving top class entertainment artists.
For more information regarding Spark
Event Management, please refer to
http://sparkmanagement.net
Doors open at 6:30 pm, with a
showtime of 7:30 pm. Tickets are
available through the Theatre St-Denis
box office: http://theatrestdenis.com
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achieve the goal of its emergency
appeal," spokeswoman Risa
Miss Philippines
Heller said in a
s t a t e m e n t . " To d a y, t h e
Crowned Miss World
board and management
Amid Muslim Anger
will begin the
NUSA DUA: Miss Philippines
necessary financial
was crowned Miss World 2013 in a
and operational
glittering finale Saturday on the
steps to wind down
Indonesian resort island of Bali, amid
tight security following weeks of t h e c o m p a n y
hardline Muslim protests.Hundreds of i n c l u d i n g
Islamic radicals held a prayer session in a i n i t i a t i n g t h e
mosque near the capital to express their C h a p t e r 1 1
anger, while Megan Young wept as she won the coveted title on Hindu- p r o c e s s , " s h e
majority Bali at the end of a three-week contest.The 23-year-old, a d d e d . T h e
wearing a pearl white gown, promised to be “the best Miss World company's board
ever” in front of a cheering crowd, which included many Filipinos, decided last week
to file for
in a venue guarded by heavily armed police and water
bankruptcy
if the
cannons.Denouncing the pageant as a “whore contest” and
sum was not
“pornography”, the demonstrators pressured authorities into
met.NYCO has
shifting the venue, the latest sign of the growing
helped launch the
influence of country's hardline fringe.Young, the
careers of several
first ever Philippine Miss World, took the
thousand young singers,
crown from last year's winner,
including greats Placido
China's Yu Wenxia.
Domingo and American soprano
Beverly Sills.

New York City Opera To
Close After 70 Years

NEW YORK CITY: The New York City
Opera said Tuesday it would close and file
for bankruptcy after 70 years, having failed
to secure desperately needed millions
through an emergency fund-raising appeal.
The second opera company in the city
considered the cultural capital of the United
States opened in 1944 and had set out to

make the art more accessible and affordable
to the masses. But the deadline on an
emergency appeal expired at midnight
Monday with the company collecting only
$2 million of the $7 million it needed to keep
its doors open."New York City Opera did not
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Group Seeks To Make O Canada's
English Lyrics Gender-Neutral

change the line "in all thy sons command"
to "in all of us command." The campaign
won't be able to count on the Official
Opposition for support, however. NDP
Leader Tom Mulcair said Tuesday in
Ottawa that the anthem is "wonderful" and
"extraordinary" as it is and shouldn't be
altered when it comes to gender. "I think
that when you start tinkering with an
institution like a national anthem, that
you're looking for problems," he said when
asked about the proposal. "We seem to
have agreed on the English and French
versions as they are and I think that's
probably a good thing."
RestoreOurAnthem.ca is being launched
on the 100th anniversary of the change
made to Judge Robert Stanley Weir's
original English lyrics.

1st Youtube Music Awards To Feature
Lady Gaga, Arcade Fire
YouTube is launching its own music
awards and Lady Gaga will perform at the
first-time event. The Google Inc.-owned
company announced Tuesday that
Eminem and Arcade Fire will also perform
at the YouTube Music Awards on Nov. 3.

A group of notable Canadian women is
launching a campaign for gender-neutral
language in the English lyrics of O Canada.

The group said the change would restore
Canada's English national anthem to its
original gender-neutral intentions. The
group — which includes author Margaret
Atwood and former prime minister Kim
Campbell — has set up a website to
promote the idea. It is calling on Canadians
to join the campaign and encourage Prime
Minister Stephen Harper's government to

The awards will be presented at Pier 36 in
New York City and will stream live online.
The announcement said the awards show
will honour "artists and songs that
YouTube fans have turned into global hits
over the past year."Nominees will be
announced Oct. 17. American actor Jason
Schwartzman will host the YouTube Music
Awards. A press release said the awards
show will also feature events from Seoul,
South Korea; Moscow; London; and
Brazil.
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Turn Your Kitchen Tap Into
A Fire-Fighting Device

A new invention transforms your kitchen tap
into a fire fighting device. Yusuf Muhammad
and Alan Hart of Plumis explain Automist.
Automist uses water mist technology to
suppress kitchen fires. It runs from a standard
domestic mains water supply, water mist jets
being installed underneath a standard tap. If a
kitchen fire starts the system is triggered
automatically by a wireless heat detector.
Intended as an affordable alternative to
sprinklers, Automist is an innovative yet simple
fire protection system that combines low cost &
ease of retrofit with excellent aesthetics

EDITOR’S PICKS
It's a love affair...!

3

Film fest gets into Sled
Island act

F E S T I VA L S T h e C a l g a r y
Underground Film Festival is the latest
arts organization stepping up to
sweeten the deal for Sled Island pass
holders who forgo refunds. The film
festival, which will run April 7 to 14,
will offer festival passes to the next 50
people who choose not to receive their
money back from Sled Island. The
Calgary International Film Festival
and Theatre Junction GRAND have
offered similar deals to help out the
festival, which was cancelled after
flooding hit the city in June.
Organizers of Sled Island have offered
full refunds, but have stressed that
returning funds to all 1,400 pass
holders would amount to a $200,000
loss for the festival. For more
information Visit sledisland.com.

2

The World’s First Marmite
Brownie

Some of the most bizarre creations from talented
chocolatier Paul A Young include black pudding truffle and
cigar-leaf caramel. Now, he has a new recipe – the Marmite
brownie. It came about after Young was challenged to make
a Marmite truffle by journalist Lydia Slater. To his surprise,
the salty sweet goody became a best-seller. Now Young
(right) has gone a step further with the brownie. Young’s
brownies are well-regarded among the fooderati but
although the treacly wedge of buttery chocolate with
channels of Marmite looked moreish! Try them for yourself
at Young’s Islington store.

4

For Kids: YA story comes up aces
Book Review: Rose Under
Fire, by Elizabeth Wein

Rose Under Fire, by Elizabeth Wein, is a sequel to the
young-adult novel Code Name Verity, published by
Doubleday. It is set in the mid-1940s, during the Second
World War. Well, the novel is not only good,it is great!
But it’s the sort of book every reader should have a
chance to read without knowing what’s coming, because
Rose Under Fire will knock you for a loop —having one
surprise after another. So I’m not going to tell you the
storyline. Oh sure, with the Internet you could discover it
quickly enough, but believe me, you’re better off just
getting your hands on the book and reading it cold.
You will not be disappointed.

5

New iOS 7 Ready To Download

Your iPhone is about to get a rather colourful makeover. iOS 7 is now finally
available to download, bringing your Apple tech a very different new look.
The new software has been designed to make the iPhone appear bigger, with
features crafted to take advantage of the entire screen. Text is said to appear
sharper, while a "control centre" on the phone allows users to adjust settings
with just one swipe from the bottom of the screen. This gives instant access to
functions such as Airplane Mode, wi-fi, Bluetooth or Do Not Disturb, and
enables users to quickly pause or play a song, jump to the next track and stream
music. Meanwhile a "notification centre" is available from the lock screen so
users can view updates with a "simple swipe". Apple has also introduced an
AirDrop tool to share content - which is said to be fully encrypted - with
contacts nearby, and has added further updates to its cameras and its Siri
feature. In short, it's the update we've been waiting for!
www.syncmag.ca
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Lakme Fashion Week W/F 2013
The global leader in fashion weeks and event production, the Lakmé Fashion
Week Winter Festive 2013 collection was showcased at Grand Hyatt
Mumbai from August 23 – 27, 2013. Lakme brings you Runway Renditions
Ramp walk fashion, we will be putting up a look, fresh off the ramp from
Lakme Fashion Week W/F 2013. Here we are featuring Ritu Kumar’s Vintage
Collection in this issue!

Ritu Kumar
Reliance Jewels Presented Padma Shree Ritu Kumars`s Stunning Exotic
Vintage Collection At Lakmé Fashion Week Winter/Festive 2013 To End Day
Four Using her expertise in textiles she showcased some stunning pieces
with hand-woven back strap loomed fabrics, Bhutanese Tangkhas, prayer
flags, kanni weaves, hand spun khadi, woven silks, leather, Lycra jersey and
jamavar motifs of Kashmir. the result was a fascinating line of
contemporary fashion with vintage textiles, which bore Ritu’s individualistic
style for her prét brand “Label”. Cool and colorful Indo-western capes stole
the show. Pair them with a tunic and churidar or an LBD, it will stun either
way!

www.syncmag.ca
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Dress with Ageless
Style
Fashion is par beyond age boundaries and everyone can be
fashionable to keep up with the latest trends, styles and keep up even
with much younger women. Keep in mind that it’s all about
visualizing yourself and feeling young at heart. It’s no-brainer that
fashion trends change with time and they cater to different needs, age
group and people. 18 year old girl (with svelte body) can sport a look
which may look pretty odd on a 50 year old woman and vice-versa.

Dressing Tips For Woman Over 50
Learn how to dress with ageless style, with these fashionable clothing
tips for women over 50. Always keep in mind that there is a little girl
hidden in very woman so stay cool and keep looking stylish and trendy
even after 50.
1. Just avoid those tight outfits if possible as these dresses sometimes
don’t look elegant on women over 50. It is always better to choose
clothes which are right fit in order to look elegant yet stylish and
trendy. When choosing clothes simply look for better fabrics, better
cuts which make a better fit.
2. You can wear tunic with sleeves and avoid flashy strapless, one
shoulder and halter dresses. For some occasions these dresses look
cool but if that’s not your style you can simply avoid those.
3. Do not wear dresses which are meant for an 18-20 year old girl.
Always wear comfortable clothes which suit your style.
4. Choose bolder, bigger accessories than using many jewelry items as
one bold, strong jewelry is more chick and apt for your age.
5. Do not select low cut, short or plunging neckline dresses as they
look very odd for woman over 50. Fashion doesn’t mean to flash all
the time. You can wear these occasionally but try to go for little longer
skirts as per your style.
6. If your legs show the sign of aging you can wear pants too. If your
legs aren’t showing signs of aging you can try shorts (to the knee) skirt
that shows off a great pair of legs takes the attention away from a
shapeless middle.
7. Always opt for bold and classical design dresses with small prints
and stripes. Urban fashion for aged women includes trench coats,
turtlenecks, A-line skirts, waist-length jackets, shirt dresses, eternal
blue jeans, gowns with classy shrugs etc.
8. Do not wear leather dresses like jackets, miniskirts, low waist jeans
or Capri’s as these are for younger generation; it might not look cool
on a woman over 50.
www.syncmag.ca
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Courtesy: GLOW Studios

Up Close and Personal With

PRITA CHHABRA
I learned a lot by making a lot of mistakes!
Canadian in appearance, Indian in origin, Universal in appeal, Prita
Chhabbra is a multi-talented artist. For her music is her passion
and social work is her life! From being the first South Asian
Recording Artist to perform the American and Bilingual Canadian
anthems for the NHL and NBA and the Winner of “Best World
Music” at the 2012 Toronto Independent Music Awards, Prita has
been a revelation in a short span since her entry!
She has been singing and writing music since childhood,
participated in the grassroots HIV/AIDS research study trip to
Malawi and is an active advocate for the cause. She has toured
steadily across North America since the release of her debut CD
“Spread The Word” in 2010.
www.syncmag.ca
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Syncmag got the opportunity to
interview Prita and here are the
snippets of her frank and candid
chat, Enjoy!

Vol 1, Issue 29

perfecting my onstage presence, and
getting comfortable on stage. I
learned a lot by making a lot of
mistakes!

successfully got their dreams
fulfilled?
For me, it's just about living life with
as few regrets as possible. I will always
have my accomplishments to look
1. We would like to know about 4. Who has been the greatest back on and feel proud of. I believe we
your family and educational inspiration for you?
are all here for a reason, and you find
background.
I'd have to say Oprah Winfrey. She that reason by following and doing the
I have 2 younger brothers and a always said believe in yourself, and things that make you happy. I always
wonderful dog named Lucas. My follow your dreams and your bliss. It loved singing and if I didn't pursue
parents were born in Uganda, Africa really gave me the confidence I this professionally, I would have
and my brothers and I were born
never known my own strength and
and raised in Montreal. We are
talent. I would have never known
I believe we are all here
Punjabi, Sikh.
that anything is really possible. I
for a reason, and you find may not be super famous right
2. When you came to realize
now, but I feel super accomplished
that reason by following because
that singing is your cup of
I have very few regrets!
tea?
and doing the things that I'm still making my dreams come
In grade 2 when I heard Bette
true one day at a time, but dreams
make you happy.
Midler singing "From A Distance".
coming true have very little to do
Before then, I knew I wanted to be
with the final destination. It's all
a star, and I adored Jem (a cartoon
about the journey.
pop star). A flame was lit in my heart needed to take those first few scary
steps. Those steps are really the 6. You are associated with the
and it has yet to die out!
scariest because you don't know what n o b l e c a u s e s l i k e A I D S
3. When did you start your you're doing or what to expect. But Awareness. Don’t you think that
career in music? Who is your once you get the hang of it, you realize the diseases like AIDS seem
it was never that bad in the first place! more frightening than they
mentor?
I officially started in 2008, when I I'm also very inspired by all the people really are? How much there is
began recording my first CD called I met in Malawi while on a HIV/AIDS need to create awareness about
"Spread the Word". It was really hard research trip there. They gave me the AIDS?
because I didn't have any mentors or opportunity to sing and really The really scary thing about
anyone to help me, which was why I encouraged me to follow my dreams. HIV/AIDS is the stigma around it,
made a lot of silly and naive mistakes. They are my greatest motivators and and until that stigma is gone and a
My producer for "Spread The Word", cheerleaders :)
cure is found, awareness is needed.
Benoit Babin, was a great help. So was
HIV/AIDS has killed more people
my singing teacher at the time, a 5. What is the importance of than any other disease in the entire
lovely woman named Madeleine. chasing one’s dream in your world. We have a lot of resources here
Before that, I spent all my time in view? How you feel that you are in North America and we don't talk
k a r a o k e b a r s a n d o p e n m i c s the one of those few people who about this problem enough.
www.syncmag.ca
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7. Being belonging to different 10. You are socially very active
ethnic group, did you face any woman, how do you balance
o b s t a c l e s i n y o u r s i n g i n g your personal and professional
career?
life?
Yes, lots! Especially because I sing in They are both one. When you love
English. At times it seems I'm too what you do, it all mixes together and
"ethnic" for the mainstream and too nothing feels like work.
"white washed" for the Indian
community. Despite this little
The really scary thing about
problem, I've found tons of
supportive fans and individuals.
HIV/AIDS is the stigma
When you're an innovative
around it, and until that
trendsetter, you're bound to upset
people, but eventually I know
stigma is gone and a cure is
they'll come around. I know I'm
found, awareness is needed.
doing what I was meant to do and
I'm paving the way for generations
- Prita Chhabra
after me.
8. How you see the challenges of
fast pace life of the one making
their way to success in western
community?
It's a lot of fun! I have a lot of energy
and it really suits me.
9. Anything about the Prita, no
one knows?
I love riding my bicycle; it's a therapy
for me. Another therapy that really
works is eating a Big Mac :) I love
them!
www.syncmag.ca
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11. You have won various
awards, what is your greatest
achievement so far?
I've had many. Being the first South
Asian recording artist to sing both the
Canadian and American national
anthems for the NBA and NHL is a
great honor. I've also sang for the
Prime Minister of Canada and won for
"Best World Music" at the 2012
Toronto Independent Music Awards.
Still, my greatest achievement was
receiving a magnet from a fan that

reads: "The greatest things in life
cannot be seen or touched; they can
only be felt with the heart." I got it
from a fan who was in the hospital and
he said that's what my music did for
him, it touched his heart. It changed
him and gave him hope. You can't put
a price on that one, and it's the very
reason I make music - to move
people and to help others with my
music.
12. What next you are up to?
I'm performing in my first theatre
play on October 10th in Toronto!
It's a play called "Land of the
Eternals" and it stars Canadian
Olympic Champion Elvis Stojko.
I'll be singing 2 songs, representing
"the universe". I'm very excited!
13. Would you like to share
anything worthy with our
readers!
Do what you love. Work hard, don't
give up and your dreams will come
true! Thank you for being a fan and for
all your love! Check me out at
pritamusic.com and sign up to be a
VIP, you'll get special pressies!
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Prita's "Roots" Music Video Shoot
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HOTTEST TRENDS
Tank
Tops

Tank tops or crop tops are
perfect summer attire,
cool and comfortable
they comes in a variety of
different styles like racer
backs, spaghetti straps,
criss-cross, wide straps,
and a lot of different
colors. You just need to
rock!
www.syncmag.ca
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Camouflage
Camouflage has soldiered on, as a print
it’s versatile. From traditional bright
green and olive tones to deconstructed
interpretations of the print, camo has
officially traveled from the runway to the
streets. Good pieces to use are fitted
pants, a tailored camo jacket, or a stylish
camouflage hat.

www.syncmag.ca
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working conditions made headlines
last week,” he said.
Pakistan Must
Thomas Bach, the new
Pay Test Players More
president of the
Money: Ajmal
International Olympic
LAHORE: The Pakistan
Committee (IOC),
Cricket Board must start paying
said he doubted the
its players more money for Test
World Cup would
appearances, according to top spinner
clash with the
Saeed Ajmal. Ajmal a private TV
Winter Olympics
channel that Pakistan cricketers were
in 2022, if the
getting less money than their
finals were
international counterparts. “Players now
moved from
want to just play one-day internationals and Twenty20 matches
their
traditional
because they are earning more from these formats,” he said. “We
June
and July
don't get the same financial rewards for playing Tests. “The
d
a
t
e
s
,
adding
problem is that in our country there is little difference in the fees
that
FIFA
was
paid out for all three formats and we are not playing as many
likely
to
opt
for
tests compared to most other countries.“I have played just 28
November 2022, if
Tests in six years so the opportunities to earn well from
it
switched. In a
this format are less compared to ODIs or T20s,” added
development
related
Ajmal.Pakistan play fewer Tests than most
to
the
vexed
situation
because the other teams do not want to
regarding the awarding of
tour the country due to security
the
2018 World Cup to Russia
concerns.
and the 2022 finals to Qatar on the
same day in December 2010, Michael
Garcia, the head of the investigative unit of
FIFA Likely To Delay Decision On Qatar FIFA ethics committee, will tour all the
countries involved in the bidding
World Cup Dates
processes,
he was quoted as saying in
LONDON: Despite widespread
France
Football
on Tuesday.
speculation that FIFA will vote to switch

s

Sync-Sports

England ODI series his injury flared up
again and has been slow to improve with
his regular treatment regime.“Michael will
therefore not be available to play the
upcoming India ODI series and will
require a more extensive rehabilitation
period before returning to competitive
cricket.”Australia are due to play a sevengame series in India from October 11,
which will be coached by Steve Rixon
while Darren Lehmann is rested.South
Australia's Callum Ferguson has been
called up to replace Clarke.

Ozil Inspired Arsenal Sink Napoli
LONDON: Mesut Ozil's first goal for
Arsenal inspired his side to an impressive
2-0 win over Napoli that maintained their
100 percent start in the Champions League
on Tuesday.Ozil, signed for a club record
42.5 million pounds from Real Madrid on
transfer deadline day, had promised to add
more goals to his undoubted creative talent
and the German midfielder was as good as
his word with a superb strike to break his
Arsenal duck early in the first half at the
Emirates Stadium.He turned provider soon
after, setting up French striker Olivier

Clarke Out Of India Series With Back
Injury
SYDNEY: Captain Michael Clarke was
Tuesday ruled out of Australia's one-day
tour of India this month with his longstanding back problem needing further
treatment.The star batsman was picked in
the initial 14-man squad last month but the
injury has failed to show as much progress
the dates of the 2022 World Cup on Friday,
football's world governing body will
probably delay making a decision and
instead set up a task force to analyse the
huge implications of moving the
tournament from the searing heat of the
Middle East summer. Although the
executive committee could agree in
principle to move the dates of the World
Cup, FIFA vice-president Jim Boyce told
Reuters it should not rush into a decision
and he wanted a task force set up to
examine the issue. “We will discuss when
the World Cup will be held (and) we will
also consider the plight of immigrant
workers in Qatar whose harsh living and
www.syncmag.ca
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as expected, with George Bailey assuming
responsibilities as skipper.“Michael
Clarke has a long-standing low-back
injury that requires ongoing
management,” said team physiotherapist
Alex Kountouris.“During the recent

Giroud for his sixth goal of the season to
effectively kill off Napoli with just 15
minutes gone. Arsene Wenger's side have
now taken six points from their first two
Group F fixtures, while also surging to the
top of the Premier League with five
successive wins. It is a remarkable
transformation since a shock opening day
defeat against Aston Villa prompted a
furious reaction from the Emirates faithful.
Wenger had no reason to fear the boo-boys
on another encouraging night for his
emerging team and he was even able to
leave England midfielder Jack Wilshere on
the bench for the first 60 minutes. "The first
half was amazing, absolutely fantastic.
Everything was in there. All that you dream
to see when you come to watch football,"
finished with great goals.
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Sync Paparazzi Pakistan
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Expo Pakistan 2013 took place from 26th to 29th of
September 2013 in Expo Karachi. The two days Mega
Fashion Event held on 26th & 27th of September in
Karachi PC Hotel. The fashion shows featured the
collection of top of the line fashion designers of the
country. Few of the designers who displayed their
collection on the ramp for Expo Pakistan includes Rizwan
Beyg, Faiza same, Tapu javeri, Faranaz Mustafa,
Deepaki Parwani and Shamaeel.

TDAP Fashion Show Day 1
www.syncmag.ca
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TDAP Fashion Show Day 2
www.syncmag.ca
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Sleep Helps You Stay Young
Quality sleep helps revitalize your
body and mind. It lowers stress
level and prevents weight gain
and helps maintain a healthy
immune system. This is exactly
how sleep helps you stay young.
Helps Reduce Stress
When you are sleeping, the mind
is not thinking about ten different
things. This helps you stay calm
and composed. When you are
stressed, the metabolism and
hormone balance becomes
skewed and these factors
contribute to your ageing process.
Good and quality sleep helps you
stay young because it restores
those internal balances.
Keeps You Feeling Refreshed
One of the most amazing qualities
of sleep is that it makes you feel
refreshed and rejuvenated all day
long. Make sure that you are
getting your 7-8 hours of sleep
every day. Do not compromise on

this schedule.
Makes You Feel Happy
Sleep also induces happy feeling.
After you wake up from sleep, you
tend to feel relaxed and be in a
good state of mind. This also
keeps you feeling happy all day
long.
Makes Your Skin Glow
Ample rest and sleep ensures that
you do not stay worried, which in
turn your skin keeps looking
healthy and glowing. When you
are relaxed, your skin also stays
clear of unwanted wrinkles and
lines.
Keeps You Stay Fitter
Sleep helps you manage your
weight. Consistently getting less
sleep than you actually need per
night leads to slow and steady
weight gain. This weight gain can
impact how others view you
(unhealthy, tired) and how you
may view yourself (tired,

unmotivated). If you sleep more,
you'll find it easier to lose weight
and will even have more energy to
exercise.
You Look More Attractive To
Others
Sleep is key to feeling and
looking youthful. Sleepdeprived people appear less
healthy, less attractive and more
tired compared to those who take
full night's sleep.
Keeps Your Brain Active
Your brain needs re-energizing
just as much as your body. People
who lack sleep suffer from
inattention, lack of focus, inertia,
lethargy, poor memory and
general mental sluggishness.
These factors can create stress –
particularly if you are
unproductive, and also much
furrowing of brows when trying to
concentrate – adding to the old
wrinkle problem.
www.syncmag.ca
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Stress Headache Relief Techniques
Stress headache is a feeling of constant pressure and tightness, or
a band-like pain on the sides of the head, forehead, or back of the
head and neck. You may also experience stiff neck, nausea,
slurred speech, confusion, or weakness, accompanied with fever.
There are various techniques that range from ancient to modern
ones that bring stress headache relief by reducing mental stress,
and restoring natural muscle state.
Some of these techniques and methods are:
1. Meditation – It allows your mind to settle and release the
mental stress. You find your relaxed state and achieve
mindfulness, which releases your stress headache. Try it out it
works wonders!
2. Massage – This is mainly for muscle relaxation and to bring
stress headache relief by reducing the stress and tension in the
tender muscles of the neck, shoulders, and back of your head.
3. Walking – It’s not only good for muscle relaxation but you can
also meditate while walking and achieve relief in stress.
4. Hot Or Cold Compress – This is to relax the muscles by
either hot or cold application, either with the help of hot flannel
or ice pack to your neck or forehead.
5. Acupuncture – You get temporary relief from tension
headache when acupuncture practitioners slightly pierce special
points on your body with the help of extremely thin, disposable
needles.
6. Deep Breathing – Breathing exercises help you re-oxygenate
your body and supply more oxygen to the brain as well as all
parts of the body, which allows the tension to be released.
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7. Biofeedback – You learn to control certain body responses,
which help reduce the pain. It requires connecting a device to
your body that provides the feedback to various body functions
like your heart rate, blood pressure, and muscle tension.
8. Behavior Therapy – You learn to manage stress by getting
involved in a talk therapy with your counselor, who helps you
learn new ways to cope with life and stress.
9. Yoga – This is an ancient Indian practice to achieve mind body
balance, and full relaxation of the mind and body. It consists of
various asanas or body poses/postures.
10. Progressive Muscle Relaxation – This way you gradually
and completely relax all the muscles of your body taking them
one at time. You tense, hold, and relax the muscles along with
positive affirmations in your mind.
ª Apart from these techniques and method of achieving stress
headache relief, you can also use art, music, mental imagery,
games, aromatherapy, essential oils, spas, and even sex for
relaxation.
ª Remember, anything different from what you usually do, or
which takes away your mind from what you are doing – will
ease you. It will help remove your stress headaches, if you
are having them.
ª You should drink plenty of water to flush out the body toxins,
and herbal tea to rejuvenate your body.
ª Mostly you suffer from tension headache because of your
faulty lifestyle. Once you learn to avoid stress and learn the
right way of living, the stress headache vanishes.
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Drama R

Movie Re

Besharam

Nanhi

Direction:

Abhinav Kashyap
Cast: Ranbir Kapoor, Rishi Kapoor,Neetu Kapoor, Pallavi Sharda

Timing: Monday, 08:00 pm
Channel: GEO TV

String together seven songs and a few gags and you’ve got yourself
Besharam. Babli (Ranbir Kapoor) is small-time car thief with that X factorthrough which he manages to charm
everyone in his sight.His mantra is "Na
sammaan ka moh, na apmaan ka bhay"
(No yearning for respect, no fear of
humiliation). Babli falls head over heels
for Tara (Pallavi Sharda) but he is clearly
not her type. Eventually, she in turn, falls
for him. Babli is being chased by Inspector
Chulbul Chautala (Rishi Kapoor) and his
wife, head Constable Bulbul Chautala
(Neetu Kapoor). Tara wishes for Babli to
change and be a good guy but that clearly
doesn't come easy in Babli's life.
Everything else happens in the seven songs, one fight scene and a genuinely
funny climax.

The plot revolves around a girl named Nanhi who has
been brought up by a woman named Aunty Shamoo
who by profession steals
others babies and trades for
money. Nanhi is not her real
daughter and was the first one
to be kidnapped. Nanhi now
wants a child of her own and is
tired of taking care of other
people’s babies temporarily.
Who will this girl Nanhi get
married to? What will be her
future? What will become of Aunty Shamoo?

Ranbir Kapoor: Roy Is
Not My Film!

Though the Kapoor lad is playing a
supporting role in the film, he says
the film belongs to its lead actors
Ranbir Kapoor will be seen in
Ever since the trailer of Ram Leelawas
director Vikramjit Singh’s film
released, it has become viral on the internet.
Roy which is apparently a loveLead actressDeepika Padukone looks
triangle. While the Besharam actor
beautiful in the new look she has donned for
is playing a supporting role, Roy
the film. Padukone who has tasted a lot of success in the recent times
essentially
revolves around Arjun
now she says thatRam Leela was a very tough film, because of the
Rampal and Jacqueline Fernandez
director Sanjay Leela Bhansali’s perfectionist attitude. It is well
who play the lead in the film. But
known that director Sanjay Leela Bhansali is such a perfectionist, just
sadly Ranbir has grabbed more
like Aamir Khanand Deepika says that he doesn’t settle for anything
less that what he has in mind. This is Deepika’s first movie with attention than the two lead actors. So when we caught up with
Bhansali and she says shooting for Ram Leela has not been easy.“It the talented lad, he said, “I play a supporting character in the
has not been easy, it has been really mentally, physically, and
film and lead stars are Arjun and Jacqueline. Vicky came to me
emotionally demanding film,” Deepika stated. The 28-yearwith the film and as a friend and an actor I appreciated what he
old has spent over a year on this project and will be seen
brought to the table. But it’s not my film. I am just play a
promoting the movie in the coming days. In Ram Leela,
supporting
role. So I want to make it clear ‘coz people are
Deepika is paired opposite her boyfriend Ranveer
saying
that
I
am grabbing the headlines. I am part of the film but
Singh and the story is an adaptation of
it stars Arjun Rampal and Jacqueline Fernandez.”We got your
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet.
message loud and clear Mr Kapoor and we appreciate your
honesty. Well, even the lead actors of Roy will we thinks!

Deepika
Padukone: Working
With Bhansali Is Tough!
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Celina Jaitly

rnt now that Life
I guess I have lea
cept
en you learn to ac
becomes easier wh
ver got.
an apology you ne
19 Sep

Shahrukh khan

lf in a
Be real about urse
world.
positive delusional
ing
Its better than be
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t
delusional abou
ely real
and being negativ
about the world

Nargis Fakhri
B kind & merciful. Let no 1
ever come 2U without coming
away better & happier.
29 Sep

22 Sep

Shekhar Kapur

Farah Khan

Lessons of Life: Hope is my

Don't blame another for
your shortcomings. YOU
are responsible for all
that happens or is
happening to you.Make
wise choices or repent
later.

greatest asset. Have lived
off it all my life. Desire is
the destroyer of hope. It
replaces hope with fear.
27 Sep

25 Sep

Lisa Ray
Refuse to be conquered by
the difficulty that comes
into your life. Choose
#Faith and #Trust to ride
the waves of joy and

Anupam Kher
"The heart and the mind
has the shortest distance
but has the longest
journey.":)
29 Sep

sorrow.
26 Sep
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Quick Tips For Discussions And Disagreements
Conflict can arise whenever people - whether close friends, family members,
co-workers, or life partners- disagree about their perceptions, desires, ideas,
or values. These differences can range from trivial to more significant
disagreements, but regardless of the content of the disagreement, conflict
often stirs up strong feelings. You just need to follow some basic guidelines
(given below) to help keep your disagreements from becoming entrenched
or destructive.
1. Begin With The Intention To Resolve The Issue.
If both spouses have this intention and plan to consult together, it is more
likely that there will be a successful resolution.
2. Remain Calm. Try not to overreact to difficult situations. By remaining
calm it is more likely that others will consider your viewpoint.
3. Remember That It Takes Two To Quarrel.
If only one person chooses not to argue, there will be no argument. Both
spouses should not be angry at the same time.
4. Be Specific About What Is Bothering You. Vague complaints are hard
to work on. Don't introduce other topics until each is fully discussed.
5. No Hitting Below The Belt. Attacking areas of personal sensitivity creates
an atmosphere of distrust, anger, and vulnerability.
6. Avoid Accusations. Accusations will lead others to focus on defending
themselves rather than on understanding you. Instead, talk about how
someone's actions made you feel.
7. Try Not To Generalize. Avoid words like "never" or "always." Such
generalizations are usually inaccurate and will heighten tensions.
8. Never Go To Sleep With An Argument Unsettled. This is one of the worst
things that can happen in a marriage and should be avoided as much as
possible. This allows hurt feelings and thoughts to linger and generally
exacerbates the problem.
www.syncmag.ca
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